Tel (08) 9448 5358

15 Prefect Place, Duncraig, 6023
Mob 0417 908 089
brett.mccallum@pearlproducersaustralia.com

16th May 2014
John Fladun
Australian Marine Safety Authority
PO Box 2181
Canberra ACT 2601
Dear John,
Streamlining Review - National System for
Domestic Commercial Vessel Safety
The Pearl Producers Association (PPA) is the peak body representing the
interests of the P.maxima pearl culture industry operating in WA and the NT.
This industry is a unique mix of wildstock fishing of pearl oysters, hatchery
culture of pearl oysters and the culture production of the highest quality pearls
in the world.
The P.maxima pearling industries in WA and NT are extremely proud of their
marine safety record for an industry that at peak production has up to 150
vessels operating through Northern Australia.
Our submission refers to the proposed streamlining review for the National
System for Domestic Commercial Vessel Safety and supports the pearling
industry stakeholders who attended the AMSA consultation forums in Perth,
Broome and Darwin in May 2014.
Background
The stated overall objectives of the Commonwealth and State governments
entering a harmonised regulation approach to assist the operations of the
Australian marine industry were:
 operate in a more efficient and effective manner;
 reduce red tape and thus costs; and
 improve marine safety.
However the pearling industry is concerned that some of the final outcomes
from the harmonisation process will result in the exact opposite outcome –
increase inefficiency, increased costs and no gain in overall marine safety.
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The December 2012 Council of Australian Governments (COAG) National
Compact on Regulatory and Competition Reform, commits governments to
‘free[ing] the business environment from unnecessary regulation’ (p2)1.
The P.maxima pearling industry supports the overall objective of
harmonisation to assist the Australian marine industry, including fishing and
aquaculture, to operate in a more efficient and effective manner.
However our industry is not supportive of outcomes experienced from the
introduction of the ‘national marine safety system’ that has had the exact
opposite outcome – increased inefficiency, increased costs and no gain in
overall safety. The introduction of the training requirements for the Coxswain
NC 2 ticket has lead to our industry, and several other marine industries,
operating base level vessels in low risk activities, to be negatively impacted.
PPA supports the parallel COAG objective of harmonisation to provide a
‘career path’ opportunity for all mariners.
However it is critical that the base rung of the ‘career path ladder’ be set at a
level that recognises the most simple, low risk, yet equally important marine
activities. Once this base rung is established the national system should
provide an ‘opt in’ process to accommodate a person achieving the additional
formal competencies required to move up the ‘career ladder’ to marine
activities that require more sophisticated marine safety processes or a more
challenging operating environment.
Impacts on Pearling Industry Post Harmonisation
Post harmonisation the ‘Restricted Coxswain Ticket’ (under TDM07) was
replaced by the Coxswain Grade 2 (under MAR) – see attachment.
Analysis of the comparisons of training requirements under the two packages
in the table attached illustrates:
 due to the requirements to have an in-water swim component and a fire
fighting component in the practical sections of the new training (MAR), the
courses will no longer be able to delivered on site at pearl farms (eg risk
of crocodiles at Kimberley pearl farms).
 training will now require to be delivered in major centres thus incurring
travel/accommodation costs and loss of productivity for staff to attend.
 the new training package (MAR) is up to four (4) times longer to deliver
than under TDM07 and does not include a radio or first aid ticket.
 there is no demonstrated improvement in safety under MAR as the safety
record under the previous ‘TDM07 Restricted Coxswain Ticket’ was
delivering excellent results (verified by the marine transport jurisdictions
during the harmonisation process).
The outcome is that students are trained to deal with fire equipment and
other safety measures that are not required by safety equipment list on
the vessels the students will actually operate in practice.
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http://www.coag.gov.au/sites/default/files/Signed%20Compact.pdf
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Setting the training requirements too high for this type of baseline operation
has resulted in some marine industries suffering increased inefficiency,
increased costs for no gain in overall safety.
We propose the following amendments to the National System to overcome
these negative impacts on our industry.
Coxswain NC 3 – Limited coxswain (new certificate)
PPA supports the need for a new entry level qualification for those persons
operating small commercial vessels (<12m with propulsion power of < 250kw)
at the most basic level, low risk operations.
At this base level pearl oyster cleaning vessels are currently authorized to
operate with minimal safety gear - PFD type 1, life preserver ring, dry
chemical fire extinguisher, fire bucket, inshore flare kit, whale gusher type
bilge pump, fuel shutoff and engine room vent flaps.
These vessels operate in pairs within the confines of a pearling aquaculture
lease, during daylight hours, in sheltered waters of the bays and inlet in the
Kimberley and NT and within line of sight (and VHF radio contact) of a land
base or mother-ship.
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A working example of a simple, basic vessel, low risk operation is a pearl
oyster cleaning vessel operating on an aquaculture lease in the Kimberley.
 lease area is only 4 square kilometres
 vessels operate in daylight hours only, during minimum tides only
(neap tides), in a sheltered bay or inlet
 12m in length, no cabin, a low powered in-board diesel (100kw), max
speed 6 knots, fitted with fuel shut-off valve, fire smothering equipment
and automatic bilge pumps
 three crew, no paying passengers
 skippers operating these vessels are only required to perform routine
start up, running and shut down checks and use the fitted jet rake to
clean debris from the jet units.
 no liferaft required by survey, UHF radio, basic flares, lifejackets
 vessels navigate by line of sight and are within sight of a shore base or
mother-ship
 vessels travel to a surface longline (anchors rated to withstand cyclone
weather conditions) that holds a series of net panels suspended in
water (2m below the surface) holding up to 6 pearl oysters per panel.
 vessels loop the surface longline over winches attached to the side of
the vessel and pull themselves along the length of the longline (100m)
picking up panels and putting them through a cleaning machine. Once
a line is completed the vessel unhooks and moves to next longline
approx 50m away.
 any breakdown is radioed to the shore base or mother-ship and an fully
qualified marine engineer will come to the vessel, the vessel returns to
base or vessel towed into the base. Crew are not expected to carryout
repairs or routine maintenance.
 all vessels are at anchor overnight and crew transfer to shore base or
mother-ship accommodation.
The P.maxima pearling industry previously engaged an RTO to teach a
specific pearling focussed restricted coxswain course, including radio and first
aid, delivered at remote location pearl farms either at the land base or on a
mother-ship. This training process delivered on a pearl farm site was very
effective as the teaching time can be built around the pearl farm daily work
plan.
The training course for the previous restricted coxswain ticket was accepted
by DoTWA, delivered over 5 days on-site at a pearl farm and the marine
safety record of these vessels was exemplary.
This ‘limited coxswain’ ticket (similar to restricted coxswain) was considered
initially in the review of NSCV Part D but discarded when these vessels were
included in Coxswain NC 2 ticket. This proposal was supported by the
pearling industry but the training requirements established to meet the Skills
and Knowledge schedules of Part D has resulted in training to safety levels far
in excess of that required by the survey for these vessels (eg liferafts, firefighting systems, navigation, engineering) and the low risk of the operating
environment.
Training for the new Coxswain NC 2 ticket is now at least a four (4) week
course to allow the student to drive exactly the same vessel, in the exactly the
same operational situation as prior to the Part D review.
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This is patently unacceptable. If there was a significant level of safety
issues arising from this type of operation prior to the Part D review there
may be scope for change but this is just not the case.
The starting point for the ‘career path ladder’ needs to be the most basic of
vessel operations as set our earlier in our submission. These baseline
operations (such as pearl oyster cleaning vessels on inshore marine leases)
should have qualifications determined that reflect the ‘simplicity and low risk’
of their operations and recognising their exemplary safety record.
In support of the ‘modular approach’ we recommend that the new certificates
be classified as follows:
 A full coxswains qualification be called a Coxswain NC 1.
 A higher level limited coxswain qualification, Coxswain NC 2 (with MED
diesel endorsement, 5nm to sea, marine radio and Senior First Aid
Certificate, sea conditions or vessel survey inclusions requiring full ESS).
 A base level limited coxswain qualification, Coxswain NC 3 (limited to
non-passenger, daylight hours, sheltered waters or confines of
aquaculture lease (where supported by land base or parent vessel), 5nm
from land base or parent vessel, with propulsion by low powered diesel
(<250kw) or outboard.
PPA comments on the ‘streamlining’ proposals from AMSA as follows:










Making the structure simpler – totally support
Alignment with other regulatory regimes – the pearling industry has
strongly supported this approach in past reviews. The pearling industry
has strong workplace safety systems in place that incorporate the marine
safety requirements for vessels. Acceptance of a one-stop document for
safety management systems makes sense.
Re-define safe haven for C class category – support proposed
amendments to safe haven definitions.
Issue Certificate of Survey on request – support.
Survey Exemptions – strong support for vessels <12m and meeting the
conditions listed in the AMSA streamlining documentation.
Periodic Survey Requirements – support proposal and recommend
continuous improvement to recognise, incentivise and reduce cost impost
on vessel operators with long term good safety record.
Certificate of Competency Standards – support proposal
Recreational Use Exemption – support proposal

Should additional information be required in relation to this submission please
contact the author. Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.
Yours sincerely,

Brett McCallum,
Executive Officer
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Comparison for TDM07 (Coxswain Restricted-Aquaculture, part of TDM20307-Certificate 2), MAR (MAR10413-Certificate
1/Coxswain Grade 2), MAR13 (MAR20113-Certificate 2/Coxswain Grade 2/3)
Introduction – Explanation of Terms and Processes
In order to have consistency between training providers delivering the same qualifications all Registered Training Organisations (RTOs),
private & Government, agreement was reached that course curriculum will be developed based on a single industry training package for
each industry sector. A governing body is appointed as the co-ordinator of the development of ‘industry training package
For the ‘maritime sector’ the governing body is the “Transport & Logistics Industry Skills Council (TLISC)”
(https://tlisc.org.au/sectors/maritime/) which has at its disposal a panel of maritime and fishing industry experts. TLISC also consults directly
with the maritime and fishing industries and relevant RTOs when developing and reviewing the training package across the range
knowledge units required to set the classroom content of any maritime qualification.
In the ‘maritime sector’ in recent times, the teaching curriculum has been driven by the requirements for holding tickets/qualifications for
manning vessels as set out in the marine safety regulator’s rules. (eg NSCV, Part D, Skills & Knowledge Requirements Table http://www.amsa.gov.au/forms-and-publications/AMSA730.pdf ). The ‘maritime training package’ incorporates the units necessary to
achieve the outcomes such as those in the Skills & Knowledge Requirements Table. Any curriculum/training for any marine qualification
delivered by an RTO must ultimately satisfy these units in order for a “ticket to be issued by the National Regulator (AMSA).
The “curriculum” is broken down into differing Certification levels (Certificate 1, 2, 3, Diploma etc.), which identify the complexity of the
training required to gain the certificate. The details of these specific skills & knowledge requirements are broken down into many different
“Units of Competency”. Simply put, these are the bricks required to build the knowledge in a student required to gain the required
“competency”. The content of all of the “units of competency” quoted in the table of comparisons below are available to be viewed at
www.ntis.gov.au/ .
The table below shows a comparison of the content of the baseline vessel manning ticket for the past three training packages:
 TDM07 is the descriptor for the training package that was in use from 2007/2008 – 2012/13.
 MAR13 is the descriptor given to an “interim” training package, designed to allow all stakeholders a period to comment on content
and to reflect the changeover from a “State Regulator’ system (eg WA Dept of Transport) to a “National Regulator” system (eg
Australian Maritime Safety Authority).
 MAR is the descriptor for the current training package (post consultation on MAR13).
As can be seen from the comparison MAR & MAR13 are very similar as all that evolved was slight wording changes from one to the other.
“Nominal Hours” - are relevant to “State Training Providers” (eg TAFE) that receive funding to subsidise training from the State
Government. Nominal hours reflect the classroom time expected to be required to deliver a particular unit of competency. Delivery of this
training may not require applying all the ‘nominal hours’ and is dependent on the experience of the students, size of class, specific skill
required to be taught. Private RTOs do not have this to meet this directive.
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TDM07
Coxswain Restricted-Aquaculture, part of TDM20307-Certificate 2
Nominal
Vessel Handling;
Hrs


TDMMF3207C: Apply domestic regulations and industry
practices when operating a small coastal vessel



TDMMC707C: Apply seamanship skills and techniques
when operating a small vessel within the limits of
responsibility of a coxswain



TDMMC907C: Manoeuvre a domestic vessel within the
limits of responsibility of a coxswain

MAR
MAR10413-Certificate 1/Coxswain Grade 2
Vessel Handling;

6

12



MARN 002: Apply seamanship skills aboard a vessel
up to 12 metres



MARI001: Comply with regulations to ensure safe operation of a vessel up to 12 metres



MARK001: Handle a vessel up to 12 metres

Nominal
Hrs
45

35

60
24
Elements of Shipboard Safety;
MARF001: Apply basic survival skills in the event of vessel
abandonment


MARF002: Follow procedures to minimise and fight
fires on board a vessel



MARF004: Meet work health and safety requirements

Nominal
Hrs
25

25

12
Engineering;
 MARC005: Operate inboard and outboard motors

7

20

Environmental:
 MARJ001: Follow environmental work practices

Senior First Aid;
 TDMMF1007B: Provide elementary first aid

25

Senior First Aid;
Not Required
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Qualification Description
This qualification is suitable for people who work as a Coxswain Grade 2
Near Coastal in the maritime industry and command a commercial vessel:


- up to 12 metres in length



- with propulsion power that is unlimited for an outboard engine or up to
100 kW for an inboard engine



- that is not carrying passengers



- operate this vessel in sheltered waters or as a tender or auxiliary vessel
- within 3 nautical miles (nm) of a parent vessel or



- within 3 nm from point of departure, shore base or aquaculture lease.
Licensing/Regulatory Information
This level of qualification is currently cited as meeting some of the
requirements for certification as a Coxswain Grade 2 Near Coastal as
defined by the National Standard for Commercial Vessels (NSCV) Part D.
Certification will require achievement of the MAR10413 Certificate I in
Maritime Operations (Coxswain Grade 2 Near Coastal), qualifying sea
service and completed Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA)
approved task book or qualifying sea service, and AMSA final assessment;
people seeking certification should check with AMSA.
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